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I wish to air my views on the proposed bill to alter the forestry bill in relation to 
the climate change proposals. 
 
I am in opposition to these propsals completely as i feel the government is 
using publicly managed forests to foot the costs towards reducing climate 
change emissions and meet targets previously set without budgeting for 
accordingly or making provision.  
 
The decision to reduce carbon emissions and encourage future forestry 
expansion i do agree with but not at the expense of leasing or selling off one 
of our national assets. 
 
Governments have claimed for decades that they will tackle climate change 
and initiate future forest growth in forestry since at least the early 90's with the 
Rio conference and subsequent Helsinki gathering. With proposals to 
increase forest cover by 10's of thousands of hectares per annum without 
ever reaching the targets claimed. Who's fault is this!. 
 
Forestry in the uk needs investment that is beyond doubt, however if these 
aspirations are to be met then surely they have to be tackled without reducing 
the national estate at the overall loss of the publics interest. Publicy managed 
and owned forests provide the benchmark for multiple use woodlands with 
social and environmental focus NOT primarily geared for financial gains for 
stakeholders and carbon credit seeking organisations whose primary interest 
is deflecting the bad publicity they face from unsustainable activities in poorer 
managed regions. 
 
Sustainable forest management provides far more reaching benefits to the 
public through increased opportunities in recreation for public health and 
wellbeing without even touching on the benefits to overall biodiversity to our 
natural habitats and the sustainable natural resource they provide. 
 
Reducing national and global carbon emissions and providing more naturally 
sustainable renewable measures means, to improve the effects on the earths 
composition is and should be paramount to any governments integrity and 
should be given the level of importance it deserves. This is not going to be 
achieved through short sighted quick fixes that are dressed up as progress to 
to score points.  
 
I have no doubt that multi-national companies and organisations with their 
vast amounts of disposable moneies can be brought in through these 
proposals but at what real expense with seriously damaging effects to the 
publics interests in utilising public land and the freedom they currently provide.  



Climate change is a very serious problem that needs to be addressed now 
and needs the full backing of the people, not headline seeking governments 
with no real true substance in its foundation. Money is tight in all areas at the 
moment with the exception of the oil and gas monopolies and their mega 
profits (what credit crunch are they involved in) but the future of our wellbeing 
and sustainability relies on investment now not the sale of one of our only 
assets that is at least trying to improve the opportunities for its stakeholders, 
the public.  
 
The forestry commission at the very least are constantly attempting at working 
to provide opportunities for the public's benefit without financial gain, who else 
will provide this in reality. 
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